


WHO AM I? 
ADRIENNE  

VAN DER VALK 
HOST OF FEMINIST HOTDOG  

White 
Straight 

Cisgender 
Able-bodied  

Woman  
Thin Privilege  



PODCASTS = PEOPLE 
IDENTITY

HISTORY + CULTURE 



“ “Many of our social justice 
problems like racism and 
sexism are often overlapping, 
creating multiple levels of 
social injustice.”   

– Kimberlé Crenshaw



RACISM + SEXISM 



RACISM x SEXISM 



WHITENESS



BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
1. Our brains apply categories to everything 

2. Our brains are susceptible to bias 

3. White supremacy and patriarchy shape how we think, feel, and live 

4. White supremacy and patriarchy are invisible to the people they benefit but very 
visible to the people they harm 

5. We CAN dismantle white supremacy and patriarchy



IDENTITY + IDENTITY 
WHAT IS INTERSECTIONALITY? 

DIVERSITY



WHAT IS INTERSECTIONALITY? 
Intersectionality refers to the social, economic, and political ways 

identity-based systems of oppression and privilege connect, overlap, 
and influence our experiences. (Source: Teaching Tolerance) 



WE ALL HAVE MULTIPLE IDENTITIES





ATLANTA
“The past is never dead. It’s not even past.” 

– William Faulkner 



MUSCOGEE / CREEK LAND 



NATIVE AMERICANS ENSLAVEMENT 



COTTON GIN 



CHATTEL SLAVERY 



RECONSTRUCTION 
JIM CROW 



CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 



EMMA DEGRAFFENREID ET AL.,  
V. GENERAL MOTORS ASSEMBLY DIVISION, ST. LOUIS 









REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS // REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE



➤ I want to delay having children because I want to work outside the 
home.  

➤ I already work outside the home and so did my mother and 
her mother, often for very little or no pay. Justice for me 
looks like being able to afford to have children if I want to. 

➤ Women need access to birth control and abortion. 

➤ The women I know need those things and protection from 
eugenic sterilization and racist judgements about our 
fitness for parenthood. 

➤ We have a right to have children if and when we choose. 

➤ We have a right to raise children with dignity, which means 
having access to living wages, healthy food, affordable 
childcare, clean air and water, and quality public education.





WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR PODCASTERS?

➤ You will tell better stories. 

➤ Your content will appeal to more listeners. 

➤ Listeners will trust you more. 

➤ You will learn more. 

➤ It will make you a better feminist. 

➤ It will yield greater opportunities for partnerships and crossover. 

➤ You will make the world better.



WHAT ABOUT BACKLASH?
People make everything about race/gender.  
Everything is about race/gender.  

I just want to escape and not think about all this heavy stuff. 
You can engage identity, history, and culture without giving people a lecture or a morality 
lesson. Comedians and satirists have relied on “heavy stuff” as the basis for their 
material forever. Get creative! 

I’m afraid I’ll lose listeners.  
You might—but you will probably also gain listeners because your content will be better.  





WORKSHOP: HOW CAN I MAKE MY  
PODCAST MORE INTERSECTIONAL?

➤ Issues/Topics 

➤ Guests/Characters 

➤ Stories/Storylines 
Locations 

➤ History  

➤ Culture 

➤ Other?





HOW CAN I MAKE MY PODCAST  
MORE INTERSECTIONAL? 

➤Follow more Indigenous people, people with disabilities, 
and people of size on social media. 

➤Give my guests more power and airtime in their interviews. 
➤Spend more than one episode on certain topics.



hello@feministhotdog.com
Instagram: feminist_hotdog
Twitter: @feministhotdog
Facebook: Feminist Hotdog


